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This invention relates to printing and has for 
p its objects: - 

First, to produce a new and improved method 
of printing and preventing oiïset. 

Second, to produce such a method in which 
an ink, comprising varnish made up of a binder 
insoluble in water and capable under the cir 
cumstances herein set forth of forming a thin 
hard film, and a solvent therefor miscible with 
water, is printed on paper or the like, after which 
the printed ñlm of ink is immediately subjected 
to the action of steam to form from the binder 
of varnish employed in the ink a thin hard film 
of binder completely overlying the exposed sur 
faces of the printed film so that offset is elim. 
inated when the printed matter is stacked or re 
wound. 

Third, to produce a method in which offset is 
prevented by forming from a substance in the . 
ink a thin hard ñlm over the printed film of ink, 
leaving a major portion of the printed ñlm of 
ink unaffected so that it may dry by penetration 
to secure a satisfactory hond to the paper or the 
like on which it is printed. 
Fourth, to produce a new and improved article 

of manufacture comprising a sheet of paper or 
the like having an ink film with an overlying 
thin hard ñlm of binder from the ink.  

Objects relating to details and economies of the 
invention will appear from the detailed descrip 
tion to follow. The invention is deñned in the 
claims. 
In the drawing we show apparatus suitable for 

carrying out our new and improved method, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly in section, 
of such an apparatus. 

Fig. 2_ is a detail sectional view taken on line 
2_2 of Fie'. 1. ' 

Fig. 3 is a detail perspective view, partly in 
section, showing the arrangement for applying 
steam to the printed matter. 

In’carrying out our new and improved process, 
We make use of standard printing press equip 
ment. A film is printed on a sheet or web of 
paper or the like with an ink comprising a var 
nish made up of a binder which is insoluble in 
water and a solvent therefor which is miscible 
with water. The binder must be capable of 
forming a thin hard film on the surface of the 
printed sheet or web of paper when a printed 
nlm of ink is subjected to the action of steam. 
A suitable ink may be made using shellac as 

the binder and diethylene glycol as the solvent. 
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binder a resin comprising a rosin modiñed with 
an alpha beta unsaturated organic poly basic 
acid, such as maleic acid or fumaric acid, as de 
scribed in Patent No. 2,063,542, issued December 
8, 1936, to Carleton Ellis, for Diene resin,_ with 
diethylene glycol as a solvent. The last men 
tioned ink with the resin binder diiîers from the 
first mentioned ink in that the binder is soluble 
in the solvent with a limited quantity of water 
but is not soluble in the solvent with an un 
limited quantity of water added. This is a de 
sirable feature because the ink has a Water 
tolerance such that pressroom humidities, which 
may be as high as 80 per cent. relative humidity 
when the steam is employed, will not cause the 
binder and solvent to separate on the press. 
Immediately after printing a film of suitable 

ink on the paper, the water content of the binder 
solvent of the surface of the printed film is in 
creased to a point to render the mixture of bind 
er solvent and water incapable of retaining the 
binder of the surface of film in solution. This 
causes a thin hard ñlm. of the binder to be 
formed over the exposed portions of the printed 
ñlm. The underlying portions of the film remain 
in the state in which they were applied to the 
paper, so that the ink may dry by penetration. 
The thin hard film over the exposed surfaces 
of the printed ñlm prevents offset when the 

30 paper is stacked in sheets or rewound in the web. 
The printed ñlm does not rub or offset and is 
bonded satisfactorily to the paper by penetra 
tion.  . 

We prefer to carry out our method by subject 
35 ing the printed iilm to the action of steam to 

40 thin film of binder on the printed film the paper 
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increase the water content of the surface of the 
printed ñlm to cause the thin film. of binder to 
form. The water content of the steam should f 
be such that in the time required to form the 

will not be affected. The water content must be 
low enough to prevent the surface fibers from 
separating from the sheet or to increase the 
water content of the paper materially beyond its 
content at the time of printing so as to cause 
the paper to change its dimensions because of 
the increased water content. The steam must 
not be at high enough temperature and dry 
enough to cause the paper to lose any material 
amount of its moisture during treatment. 
We have .found that satisfactory results may be 

obtained with the apparatus shown in the draw 
ing. In the drawing we show a conventional 
printing press l from which a web of paper or the 

Another suitable ink may be _made using as a 55 like 2 passes after printing. The printed matter 
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consists of a nlm of ink. The web2 then passes 
to our steam apparatus 2 which consists of a 
chamber 4 having its end walls l and side walls 
l of Celotex or the like. The end walls are aper 
tured' at 1 to permit the web of paper to pass 
therethrough. The upper surface of the web on 
which the nlm of ink is printed passes directly 
under the .steam applying apparatus 8, which 
consists of a pipe 2 extending transversely be 
tween the side walls 6 of the chamber. Equally 
spaced from the center line of the bottom of the 

b1 
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pipe are a series of apertures I Il spaced approxi 
mately 120 _degrees apart. Below the pipe 8 is 
provided a metal trough I I having a flannel cover ' 
I2 extending around the bottom thereof to pre 

' vent condensed moisture from dripping onto Ithe 
web 2 as it passes through the chamber. The 
flannel is laced in position by suitable lacing Il. 
Steam is fed from a supply line I4 to a sepa 

rator or drier I5 which is provided with a trap 
I6 and an outlet pipe I1 for moisture removed 
from the steam. From the separator the steam 
passes through pipe I8 to the pipe 8, which is» 
provided with an outlet valve I9. Valves 20, 2l 
and 22 control the passage of steam to the jets. 
With this apparatus the pipe 9 is located ap 

proximately 6 inches above the printed surface 
of the web 2 and the steam is directed downward 
ly against the surface of the web as the webv 
passes through the chamber 4. We supply steam _ 
of approximately 95 per cent. quality to the pipe 
9 and the steam as it reaches the surface of the 
paper does not have any appreciable condensed 
water therein. The top of the chamber 4 is closed 
"by a top 23 of flannel. After the web 2 passes 
from the chamber 4 it passes to a. suitable die 
cutting apparatus, indicated conventionally at 
24 

live have found that our process is highly sat 
isfactory for printing cartons or the like where 
it is essential to have speed and register. It is y 
also satisfactory for printing bread wrappers. 
It eliminates offset without causing shrinkage of 
the paper on which the film of ink is printed. 
This permits the cutting dies, if cartons or the 
like are being made, to cut the printed web to 
desired form without losing register. In the 
case of bread wrappers the paper may be re 
wound immediately. 'I‘he finished product is 
highly satisfactory because the ink is adequately 
bonded to the sheet of paper by penetration and 
will not flake off. There is no offset. The Eimen» 
dorf test is improved. 
In using this apparatus the temperature of the 

steam and its water content, when it reaches the 
paper, are such that the water content of thex 
Paper is not materially disturbed. The steam is 
dry enough so that it does not add water to the 
paper and is moist enough so that it does not re 
move water. The steam is approximately at at 
mospheric pressure and 100 degrees centlgrade. 
We have found that with the above apparatus 
the steam reaching the paper is not hot~or dry 
enough to cause shrinkage of the paper. It is not 
too wet to cause expansion of the paper and a 

` raising of the ribes on the surface of the paper. 
It will be apparent that some differences in con 
dltions will be required for different papers but 
those skilled in the art will be able to control 
the steam to avoid deleteriously affecting the pa 
pel*  , . 

The terms and expressions which have been 
employed herein are used as terms of description 
and not of limitation, and there is no intention, 
in the use of such terms and expressions, of ex 
cluding any equivalents of the features shown 
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and described, or portions thereof. but it is recog 
nized that various modifications are possible 
within the scope of the invention claimed. 
Having thus described our invention, what we 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: 

1. The process of producing an anti-smudging 
imprint comprising forming an ink by' incorpo 
‘rating together a water insoluble pigment, a 
water soluble vehicle and a water insoluble binder 
soluble in said vehicle and in said vehicle and a 
limited quantity of water such as would be en 
countered in ink on a press at 80% relative hu 
midity and having -the property of being sepa 
rable from said vehicle by the addition of water 
to a solution of said binder in said vehicle and in 
said limited quantity of water and, when dis 
solved in said vehicle to form a varnish, of sep 
arating from a mass of the varnish to form a 
thin hard water impenetrable skin on the surface 
onlylof said mass when the water content of the 

~ vsurface of said mass is raised to a point at which 
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the binder separates from the vehicle. printing 
a sheet of paper or the like with said ink, and 
immediately thereafter raising the water content 
ofthe vehicle of the exposed surface only of said 
printed ink to an amount to render the vehicle 
incapable of retaining said binder in solution by 
subjecting the printed ink to a quantity of steam 
sufncient to raise the water content of the vehicle 
at the surface of said printed ink to render said 
vehicle incapable of retaining the binder at said 
surface in solution. 

2. The process of producing an anti-smudging 
imprint comprising forming an ink by incorpo 
rating together a water insoluble pigment, a wa 
ter soluble vehicle and a water insoluble binder 
soluble in said vehicle and in said vehicle and a 
limited quantity of water such as would be en 
countered in ink on a press at 80% relative hu 

» midity and having the property of being sep 
arable from said vehicle by the addition of water 
to a solution of said binder in said vehicle and 
in said limited quantity of water and, when dis 
solved in said vehicle to form a varnish, of sep 
arating from a mass ofthe varnish to form a 
thin hard water impenetrable skin on the surface 
only of said mass when the water content of the 
surface of said mass is raised to the point at 
which the binder separa-tes from the vehicle, 
printing a sheet of paper or the like with said 
ink. and immediately thereafter raising the water 
content of the vehicle of the expœed surface 
only of said printed ink to an amount to render 
the vehicle incapable of retaining said binder in 
solution by adding 4water thereto to raise the 
water content of the :vehicle at the surface of said 
printed ink to render saidv vehicle incapable of 
retaining the binder at said surface in solution. 

3. The process of producing an anti-smudging 
imprint comprising forming an ink by incorpo 
rating together a water insoluble pigment, a wa 
ter soluble vehicle and a water insoluble binder 
soluble in said vehicle and having the property 
when in solution in said vehicle of being _separable 
from said vehicle by the addition of water to said 
solution, when dissolved in said vehicle to form 
a varnish, of separating from a mass of the var 
nish to form a thin hard water impenetrable skin 
on the surface only of said mass when the sur 
face of said mass is exposed to water to raise the 
water content at the surface of the‘mass to the 
point at which which the binder separates from 
the vehicle, printing a sheet of paper or the like 
with said ink, and immediately thereafter raising 
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the water content of the vehicle of the exposed 
surface only of said printed ink to an amount to 
render the vehicle incapable of retaining said 
binder in solution by subjecting the printed ink 
to a quantity of steam sufiicient to raise the 
water content of the vehicle at the 'surface of said 
printed ink to render said Vehicle incapable of 
retaining the binder at said surface in solution. 

4. The process of producing an anti-smudging 
imprint comprising forming an ink by incorpo 
rating together a water insoluble pigment, a wa 
ter soluble vehicle and a water insoluble binder 
soluble in said vehicle and having the property 
when in solution in said vehicle of being sepa 
rable from said vehicle by the addition of water 
to said solution, when dissolved in said vehicle 
to form a varnish, of separating from a mass of 

10 
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3 
the varnish to form a thin hard water impene 
trable skin on the surface only of said mass when 
the surface of said mass is exposed to Water to 
raise the water content at the 'surface oi the mass 
to the point at which the binder separates from 
the vehicle, printing a sheet of paper or the like 
with said ink, and immediately thereafter raising 
the water content of the vehicle of the exposed 
surface only of said printed ink to an amount to 
render the vehicle incapable of retaining said 
binder in solution by adding water thereto to 
raise the water content of the vehicle at the sur 
face of said printed ink to render said vehicle 
incapable of retaining the binder at said surface 
in solution. y > 

DONALD ROBERT ERICKSON. 
PAUL J. THOMA. 


